
ACCELERATE
DATA GOVERNANCE
WITH METADATA

  



ENFORCING

COMPLIANCE

CONTINUES TO

BE AN ISSUE

FOR BANKS

"In interviews with ICIJ and BuzzFeed
News, more than a dozen former HSBC
compliance officers expressed deep
concerns about the bank’s anti-money-
laundering program, even during its
probationary period. 

Compliance officers said that the bank
did not give them enough time to
meaningfully investigate suspicious
transactions and that branches outside
the U.S. often ignored requests for crucial
customer information. 

They said they were treated as a second-
class workforce within the bank, with little
power to shut down problematic
accounts."

~ ICIJ, Sep 2020
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Where we are

TODAY

What has the FinCEN files revealed?



Compliance teams are not equipped with
tools to explore the data landscape at
will. They have to rely on departments to
give them the information because the
data is siloed. Often, departments argue
that this is to protect their customer
privacy.

Without a data landscape map,
compliance teams are operating in the
blind. It's like trying to stop crime in the
city without any street maps to help you
get to the source.

Why is it so hard
for compliance
teams?



Orion Enterprise Intelligence
Information Graph

Provide the compliance and audit teams a tool that scans the METADATA

of the entire enterprise data landscape and automatically build data

lineage in a matter of days.

With Orion's Enterprise Intelligence
Information Graph (EIIG),
compliance and audit teams can
deploy this next generation data
cartography software to
automatically scan all enterprise
data systems for its metadata to
build a comprehensive fact-based
data catalogue, construct data
lineages across multiple systems
and overlay data quality details all
in a matter of weeks. 

EIIG is so powerful it scans data
stores, legacy mainframes, data
integration tools, analytics
applications, risk management
systems and core banking systems.

Once the data landscape is fully
mapped, you will have full data
traceability and auditability. This
then becomes the foundation for
accelerating AML and KYC.

Compliance and audit teams do not
need to wait on departments or
offshore units to provide the data.
With EIIG, they can find where the
data resides, processes it went
through and provide specific
directions for IT teams to extract
the data they need. 

This precious time saved means you
can prevent more criminal
activities..

The Solution




